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Jamie Carroll® is one of the world�s leading educational hairdressers and presents his 

educational seminars to eager audiences across the world on a regular basis.  Thoroughly 

committed to education Jamie has also been the driving force behind G-learning®, a unique on-

line multimedia learning platform specifically designed to flexibly present static and live content 

for any industry in multiple learning formats, anywhere and anytime. G-learning®�s interactive 

content delivery system goes way beyond any other Learning Management Systems, while 

incorporating the flexibility and ease of use typically found in other on-line business and social 

networking systems.  Other educational brands started by Jamie are envisionacademy® and 

continuouseducation®. 

 

As a direct result of his commitment and passion towards education Jamie was invited by the 

organizers of the Chinese Salon of the Year Award to travel to Shanghai and present an 

educational seminar on the importance of Effective Salon Management to an elite group of 

Chinese Spa owners.  In front of almost three hundred enthusiastic delegates Jamie talked about 

the importance of ensuring how a persistent focus on strategy, systems and planning can create 

growth and opportunities for staff, generate profits and bring recognition and success to their 

businesses.  

 

�I was honoured to be invited to speak at this event.  Hairdressing is a growing industry within 

China and I was delighted to be able to experience first hand the change that is happening not 

only within the hairdressing industry but also within the country itself.  I was really struck by the 

vast scale yet thorough detail and organization of things. There were multiple-lane highways 

stretching for hundreds of kilometers with detailed planting and bedding running parallel, you can 

only imagine the magnitude of planning and work that was involved to create and consistently 

maintain these areas.  Within the main urban areas there would be a woman selling vegetables 

on one corner, a bright red Ferrari on the opposite, a busy salon open until 10pm on another and 

ladies of an ancient employment on the next � so diverse.  I was also really taken by the 

delegates and their deep desire to hear English spoken in front of them.  They appeared to hang 

on every word listening intently, there was no movement whatsoever throughout the duration of 
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the seminar. From speaking with many of the delegates and organizers after the seminar I really 

began to appreciate how much the Chinese identified with my seminar. Most people put new 

systems in place without giving much time to the strategies and planning but they want to focus 

on strategy, implementing systems and patience with planning; they have a deep desire to work 

in the correct business sequence. It was a fantastic three days, I met some wonderful people and 

I came back full of encouragement for the development and progress of the industry within China.  

I think China has a really exciting and promising future ahead.� 

 

 

 

For further press information on Jamie Carroll® please contact Neill Mabbott Neill Mabbott at 

Jamie Carroll® on Tel: + 61 29522 7914, Fax: + 61 29544 7258 or Email: 

neill@jamiecarrollhairandbeauty.com.au / neill@glearning.com.au  
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